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Abstract

Theoretical computer science has proven itself as a basic building stone of
all applications related to computation or communication devices. With
the rise of quantum information processing, one big problem of theoreti-
cal computer science becomes more and more apparent. All contemporary
theoretical computer science models are based on classical physics, and do
not achieve full generality in the real world, where the quantum mechan-
ics represents the current state of our knowledge. Quantum information
processing aims to reestablish the theoretical computer science by replacing
insufficiently general classical models with quantum ones, and by showing
that particular classical models are sufficient. Second, not less important,
goal is to build theoretical foundations of quantum information processing,
on which quantum computation and communication devices can be based.

This thesis concentrates on one particular part of author′s research, on
the role of randomness in (quantum) information processing. It deals mainly
with production of high quality (almost uniform) randomness from a real
world random number generators, possibilities of using low quality (weak)
randomness in cryptographic applications, and with (efficient) usage of high
quality randomness in cryptographic primitives.

The thesis has the form of a collection of articles accompanied by a com-
mentary. The collection contains eight journal papers with impact factor,
one journal paper indexed in Scopus, two ISI proceedings papers, and two
proceedings papers from international conferences. One paper was written
solely by the author of the thesis. In case of all other papers, the contri-
bution is at least proportional to the number of co-authors. The author
contributed to these papers in various ways: by suggesting the topic, by
bringing the ideas of solution, by discussing and improving solutions, and
by writing down significant parts of texts.
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Abstrakt

Teoretická informatika prokázala sv̊uj význam jako základńı stavebńı kámen
všech aplikaćı týkaj́ıćıch se výpočetńıch či komunikačńıch zař́ızeńı. Pos-
tupný vývoj kvantového zpracováńı informace odhalil základńı nedostatek
současné teoretické informatiky. Všechny současné modely využ́ıvané teoret-
ickou informatikou jsou založeny na klasické fyzice. V d̊usledku toho nejsou
dostatečně obecné, aby popisovaly všechny výpočetńı situace nastáváj́ıćı v
reálném světě, který dle současného poznáńı funguje na principech fyziky
kvantové. Úkolem kvantového zpracováńı informace je zavedeńı nových
výsledk̊u založených na kvantových modelech, př́ıpadně d̊ukaz, že v některých
specifických př́ıpadech jsou existuj́ıćı klasické modely dostatečné. Druhým,
neméně d̊uležitým, úkolem je vybudovat teoretické základy kvantového zpra-
cováńı informace, které umožńı návrh kvantových výpočetńıch a komu-
nikačńıch zař́ızeńı.

Tato práce se zabývá jednou konkrétńı část́ı autorova výzkumu, roĺı
náhodnosti v klasickém a kvantovém zpracováńı informace. Soustřed́ı se
předevš́ım na generováńı vysoce kvalitńı (téměř uniformńı) náhodnosti z
praktických náhodných generátor̊u, na využitelnost slabé náhodnosti v kryp-
tografických aplikaćıch, a na (efektivńı) využ́ıváńı vysoce kvalitńı náhodnosti
v kryptografických primitivech.

Tato práce je koncipována jako soubor uveřejněných vědeckých praćı
doplněných komentářem. Sestává z osmi článk̊u uveřejněných v impak-
tovaných časopisech, jednoho článku v časopise indexovaném v databázi
Scopus, dvou článk̊u ve sborńıćıch indexovaných v ISI a dvou článk̊u ve
sborńıćıch mezinárodńıch konferenćı. Jeden článek byl napsán pouze au-
torem této práce. V př́ıpadě všech článk̊u autor přispěl k jejich obsahu
pod́ılem alespoň odpov́ıdaj́ıćım počtu spoluator̊u. Autor k těmto výsledk̊um
přispěl r̊uznými zp̊usoby: návrhem problému, řešeńım problému, diskuśı a
vylepšeńım existuj́ıćıch řešeńı, i vlastńım psańım článku.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Quantum information processing is based on a surprisingly simple observa-
tion: Classical computers were designed in the time when quantum theory
only started to emerge, and theoretical computer science was growing from
the existing computer architecture. Even the most prominent theoretical
models of computation (Turing machines, logical circuits, programming lan-
guages) were introduced and well established before quantum theory could
evolve and be experimentally verified.

Along the evolution of computer design, and namely theoretical com-
puter science, one major flaw was present. Computing, communication and
information models were respecting the design of existing computers, and
even the most general approaches did not go beyond the laws of classical
physics. Nowadays it is already well established that the classical description
of the world is insufficient, and while the quantum description might not be
the definite answer, it is certainly more accurate. As a consequence, com-
puter science based on classical physics sometimes gives incorrect results,
and one has to be very careful whether and when he can use the simplified
models based on classical physics.

The recent discoveries of quantum information processing demonstrated
that model of computation and communication that uses laws of quantum
physics has different communication complexity classes and even informa-
tion quantities, with the difference in time complexity and space complexity
classes conjectured. Remarkably, even Shannon’s information theory – de-
signed to be independent of the information carrier – is not sufficiently gen-
eral to describe quantum information processing, and there are results based
on Shannon’s information theory [31] that are not valid in the real world. As
a consequence, one of the main challenges of theoretical computer science is
to determine areas where classical computational models can continue to be
used, and areas where quantum based models must be introduced in order
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to guarantee real-world validity of the results.
Considering this, quantum information processing offers two benefits. It

utilizes laws and phenomena of quantum physics for information processing.
This offers more efficient, robust and/or secure solutions for a vast number of
information processing problems, spanning cryptography and computational
complexity theory through to communication complexity and the theory of
information.

The second, and equally important, reason to study quantum informa-
tion processing is that it is a generalization of classical information pro-
cessing. It addresses all problems of information processing, but the main
difference lies in the model of information, communication and computa-
tion. The quantum model is (strictly) more general and respects our present
knowledge of the nature in a more exact way than the classical information
processing does. This allows us to derive computer science results that are
valid with respect to our current knowledge of physics.

Randomness is an omnipresent quantity in the field of information pro-
cessing and technology, it is used in virtually every area of computer sci-
ence. The most famous applications of randomness include randomized al-
gorithms, i.e. algorithms that make random choices during the computation,
distributed computation protocols, and last, but not least, cryptography. It
is especially cryptography, that is virtually built on top of randomness. Pri-
vately shared randomness, known as the key in cryptography, is the concept
that has allowed essentially all contemporary cryptographic achievements.

This thesis adopts a practical approach to randomness. The goal is not
to argue what is the right definition of randomness, but rather to see it as a
resource to be used in computer science. For such a resource we raise three
criteria:

1. It must be possible to obtain and use this resource in practice. We
want random number generators to exist.

2. We must be able to verify that we are possessing a true random number
generator.

3. Such a resource has to be useful. We need applications, where using
random bits satisfying our definition makes improvement over solu-
tions not using randomness.

It is especially the 3rd criterion that favors strongly the definition of
randomness based on likelihood and probability theory over the approaches
based on compressibility and shortest possible description of a (random) bit
string.

The typical form randomness takes in computer science applications is
a string of uniformly distributed independents bits (fair coin flips). Such a
resource has proven itself to be tremendously useful, but it also carries the
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burden of real world random number generators, that are typically unable
to produce such a bit string. It is this observation that motivates the study
of weak randomness, i.e. randomness that comes in the form of non uniform
correlated bits.

1.2 Focus of the Thesis

The main focus of this thesis are applications of randomness in classical and
quantum information processing, especially in cryptography. The accent is
on production of high-quality randomness (randomness extraction), efficient
usage of randomness (design of applications consuming as little randomness
as possible), and role of weak randomness in applications - in what appli-
cations and to what extent it makes a difference over perfect randomness.
The span of the thesis can be divided into three areas.

Randomness in Encryption and Unitary k-designs

This area includes papers analyzing encryption of quantum information from
various security, application and key-efficiency aspects [4, 5, 8, 16]. We con-
centrated mainly on minimal entropy of key necessary for various sets of
plaintexts. We also introduced a number of concepts, namely the known-
ciphertext attack (see Section 3.1), that does not exist in classical encryp-
tion, and the relation between encryption and secret sharing of quantum
and classical information. In a related setting, we show that there in order
to encrypt k copies of a pure state ciphertext, one can use a unitary k-design
[11]. Encryption of mixed states in this scenario is not possible.

In addition to this, we studied the role of randomness in unitary k-
designs, namely the minimum amount of randomness necessary to imple-
ment (approximate) 2-design, and non-malleable encryption in general [2, 6].
We show the equivalence of non-malleable encryption to the unitary 2-design
and give a new proof of a previous known lower bound on size of a 2-design,
that can be generalized for approximate 2-designs.

Weak Randomness in Cryptographic Applications

Here we obtained one positive and one negative (from the quantum informa-
tion processing point of view) result. On one hand we designed encryption
system [14] with classical plaintext and key, and with a quantum ciphertext,
that breaks the McInnes-Pinkas bound, thus showing the quantum tech-
nique is better than any possible classical encryption system. On the other
hand we have shown that BB84 QKD protocol is highly vulnerable to weak
randomness [7].
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Randomness Extraction

Here we propose an efficiency improvement of the classical Hadamard extrac-
tor [15], that is a basic building stone of many state-of-the-art randomness
extractor including the celebrated Bourgain extractor [17]. Second result in
this areas is a design of a device independent randomness extractor [13, 12]
that can extract randomness with an arbitrarily small bias from arbitrarily
weak min-entropy source, quite surprisingly using only a single source of
randomness. This is impossible in the world of classical physics.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

In this chapter we describe the state of the art of the research areas addressed
in this collection of papers. The main aim is to explain each particular area
in more detail and describe the state of the art at the time when the research
of JB in the area has started.

2.1 Weak randomness

Uniform randomness was proven to be a very useful resource, with the main
applications including design of algorithms, cryptography and communica-
tion (complexity). Algorithms using randomness can be faster and easier
to design (and analyze) in comparison to their deterministic counterparts.
Security proofs of many cryptographic protocols are based on the fact that
communicating parties have access to (shared) independent and unbiased
bits.

Unfortunately, so far scientists and engineers have been unsuccessful in
building a device that produces unbiased bits out of the first principle. Even
in situations where the physical background of the device allows to produce
perfect randomness (e. g. based on measurement of quantum states), the
practical implementation may lead to a significant bias [29].

Another problem resulting in the same theoretical model of weak source
is partial adversary′s knowledge about random number generator output.
Assuming the adversary is able to learn some information about the ran-
domness, cryptographic systems should be examined against the random
bit strings distributed according to the probability distribution conditioned
by the adversarys knowledge1. This distribution differs from the original
(possibly uniform) distribution obtained from the source, thus turning even
perfect source into a weak one. In example, learning parity of an n-bit string

1This applies to the classical adversary, the case of quantum side-knowledge is a bit
different.
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results in the uniform distribution on 2n−1 bit strings with the fixed parity
in contrast to the original uniform distribution on all 2n bit strings.

There are two basic approaches to deal with the aforementioned prob-
lems. The first one is to study possible usage of weak random sources in
particular problems and applications. A bit surprisingly, for quite a few
problems it is possible to design solutions that work sufficiently well even
with weak random sources of a reasonably high quality. Examples of these
are randomized algorithms [49] or message authentication. On the other
hand, in other applications even a slightest weakness in randomness makes
the who task impossible. In example, McInnes and Pinkas [40] have shown
that symmetrical encryption is unattainable, if parties have only access to
shared weak source of randomness (although only negligibly weak). Al-
though better results are obtained if information is encrypted into a quan-
tum state [14], general cryptographic techniques cannot be considered secure
without uniform randomness.

The second approach tries to fix problems where no solution exists even
for high-quality weak random sources. The central idea is to design efficient
procedures to post-process the output of weak sources to obtain (almost)
unbiased uncorrelated bits, usually at the cost that such a post-processing,
or extraction, produces shorter output (when compared to input).

To introduce the main results it is necessary to define what we under-
stand under the term weak source. The most prominent model describes
weak sources in terms of their min-entropy Hmin. A random variable X
defined over bit strings of length l is an (l, b)-source if for every x ∈ {0, 1}l
it holds Pr[X = x] ≤ 2−b, that is Hmin(X) = b. This model was introduced
by Chor and Goldreich [22]. Unfortunately, they also proved that a single
source of this type is not sufficient to extract unbiased bits., i.e. there is no
such postprocessing for a single source.

The first possible approach is to extract randomness from one weak
source with aid of small uniformly random string, so called seed. Recent
constructions and motivation is provided in [42, 50] and the state of the
art constructions are contained in [34, 39]. More practical line of research
considers extracting randomness from several independent weak sources.
The most prominent results are published in [17, 28, 47, 48]. However there
still are many improvement to be done, among them decreasing the necessary
amount of entropy in the source [17] and decreasing the bias achieved by
the extractor.

The problems arising when one is forced to use weak source of random-
ness (no source of uniform randomness is available) are well established
and extensively studied in classical information processing. It turned out
that some information processing tasks can be realized with (reasonably
bounded) weak source of randomness, but many other cannot be imple-
mented using even a slightly biased source. At the time JB and collaborators
started their research, there was no such analysis for quantum information
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processing tasks. This is quite surprising, since classical randomness plays
a vital role in quantum information processing as well.

The reason for this lack of results seems to be the wide belief that ran-
domness is essentially an ever present and free resource in QIP. This is,
however, far from being true when requiring (almost) uniform randomness
and even dedicated measurement-based quantum random number genera-
tors (QRNG) require postprocessing via randomness extractor [29]. Even
worse, the relatively limited weakness of random bits in some implementa-
tions of QRNG can be turned into a complex problem when an adversary
attacks such a system. He has a wide range of tools to use, starting with
the change of the temperature of the device (or surrounding environment)
affecting the wavelength of the lasers (and subsequently biasing the beam
splitter), and ending by elaborate changes of voltage of the electricity input.

2.2 Encryption of quantum information

The goal of the encryption of quantum information is to transform quan-
tum plaintext into a quantum ciphertext. This operation is analogous to
the classical case, the encrypting transformation is selected according to a
(secret) classical key. The standard practical restriction imposed is that the
dimensions of plaintext and ciphertext are the same, what implies that en-
crypting transformations are unitary. This is known as the private quantum
channel (PQC) originally introduced in [1]. A typical example of PQC is the
quantum one-time pad proposed independently by [18]. Here the encryption
operations are the Pauli operators 11, σx, σy, σz. It encrypts a single quantum
bit using two classical bits of key (what is also proven to be optimal) and can
encrypt multi-qubit states when applied qubit-wise with an independently
chosen key.

While it seems to be impossible to reuse the key to encrypt multiple
quantum systems in a straightforward way, it is possible to detect possible
eavesdropping [44] in the spirit of the QKD protocols. Another possibil-
ity to decrease the key costs is to use an approximate encryption [36, 3],
i.e. encryption where a small amount of information about the plaintext
is leaked. Such a scheme can be implemented using only a half amount of
the key as compared to exact encryption, i.e. to encrypt a d-level quantum
system one needs a key of the length d+o(d). Important observation is that
the decrease in key length in approximate encryption comes with an extra
cost. The approximate encryption schemes using d+ o(d) bits of key do not
guarantee encryption of the whole system when applied on each subsystem
independently. This is a big disadvantage in contrast to exact encryption.

It is possible to encrypt quantum ciphertext using a quantum key (i.e.
randomness is replaced by entanglement) [38], this approach is, however,
much less practical and motivated more by curiosity than application.
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2.3 Unitary k-designs

Random unitary transformations (drawn from the Haar measure - the nat-
ural “uniform” distribution on the unitary transformations) have statistical
properties that are very useful for applications in quantum information [26].
Unfortunately, the Haar-random transformation is very unlikely to be effi-
ciently implementable by a quantum circuit and, for this reason, cannot be
used in an efficient protocol for quantum communication (or other applica-
tions such as quantum state tomography [43]).

To deal with these problems, one has to consider sets of unitaries that
are efficiently implementable but behave “as randomly as needed” (in some
precise sense). In many applications it is easy to see that the Haar-random
unitary solves the problem, but, in fact, it is not necessary to make the ran-
dom choice over the whole unitary group. In example, while Haar-random
unitary channel fully randomizes any (single qubit) state, it is sufficient to
choose randomly only one out of 4 Pauli operators [1], much like in the case
of quantum teleportation. This special case, known as unitary 1-design (see
below), is the encryption of quantum information introduced in the previous
section.

Such “pseudorandom unitaries”, known as unitary designs, are a proba-
bility distribution over a finite set (subgroup) of unitary operators approxi-
mating properties of Haar-random unitary operators [32, 35].

The pair ({Ui}i∈I , (pi)i∈I),pi ≥ 0,
∑

i∈I pi = 1, is a unitary k–design
iff for all ρ ∈ B

(
H⊗k

)

∑

i∈I
piU

⊗k
i ρU †⊗ki =

∫

U
U⊗kρU †⊗kdU,

where the integral is taken over the unitary group distributed according to
the Haar measure.

Direct applications of unitary k-designs include quantum algorithms [27],
quantum circuits [20], (non-malleable) encryption [1, 2] and many others
[20].

Unlike the 1-designs, where size-optimal constructions are known, in the
case of the 2-design we have to settle down for lower bounds on the size
of the design, and constructions not attaining these bounds. For k-designs
with k ≥ 3 we have only a marginal knowledge regarding their optimal size,
constructions or even applications.

2.4 Device-independence and randomness extrac-
tion

The idea of device independence comes from complexity and fragility of
quantum devices. In case you buy a contemporary commercial quantum de-
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vice, e.g. a random number generator or a pair of quantum key distribution
devices, you are provided with a very expensive (literally) black box. Your
means to verify the actual content of the quantum device are, due to the
complexity and fragility of quantum technologies, essentially the same as
verifying functionality of a theoretical black box device. You can supply it
with pre-selected inputs and verify whether the outputs are consistent with
the inputs and the specification of the device.

Contemporary and near future quantum devices are (will be) used al-
most exclusively for high-sensitivity applications (cryptographic and secu-
rity applications, professional gambling, ...), where possible breach can yield
a significant profit. Highly sophisticated attacks and device modifications
must be expected.

Current quantum devices are highly expensive and require a highly non-
trivial expertise and equipment to be assembled. This combination makes
it a nice target for fraud companies producing low-cost devices not meeting
the declared specifications.

Both these problems are addressed by the device-independent approach.
The main idea is to design the device in such a way, that when supplying it
with the right input, the device either performs its function according to the
specification, or malfunctioning can be easily detected from the input-output
combinations.

The concept of device independence was originally introduced in the
context of QKD [53]. In this thesis, however, we will concentrate rather on
the randomness expansion and extraction applications.

Classically the task of transforming a single weak source, characterized
either as a Santha-Vazirani source [49], or a min-entropy (block) source [22]
into a fully random bit is known to be impossible [49, 51]. However, with
the non-classical resources the task becomes possible. More precisely, weak
random source can be used to choose measurements for a Bell test in order
to certify that observed correlations cannot be explained by local theories
and thus must necessarily contain intrinsic randomness.

In their seminal paper Colbeck and Renner [24] showed that amplifica-
tion of Santha-Vazirani sources is possible for a certain range of parameter ε
and thus opened a line of research devoted to SV amplification. Subsequent
works provided protocols that are able to amplify SV-sources for any ε < 1

2
in various settings [30, 41, 33, 46]. This line of research culminated in the
work of Brandão et. al. [19], who showed how to amplify such source of
randomness with the use of only eight non-communicating devices. Their
work was quickly followed by that of Coudron and Yuan [25], who showed
how to use 20 non-communicating devices to obtain arbitrarily many bits
from a Santha-Vazirani source.

On the other hand, extraction from min–entropy sources is relatively
unexplored. There is a sequence of works exploring the validity of Bell
tests if the measurements are chosen according to a min–entropy source
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[37, 52] and MP×2 [45] provided a protocol which uses 3-party GHZ-paradox
to amplify sources with min-entropy rate R > 1

4 log2(10) against quantum
adversaries. Recently an extensive work on this topic was made public on
pre-print archive [23].
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Chapter 3

Thesis Contribution

3.1 Randomness in Encryption and Unitary k-designs

The relatively recent rise to prominence of pseudorandomness may have
created an impression that randomness is a resource that is essentially for
free. As we already explained at many places, true randomness is a valuable
resource and should be used as efficiently as possible. Especially private
randomness shared by two or more parties is a highly valuable resource,
since to achieve it we have to employ some form of key distribution protocol.

The quest for efficient usage of randomness started essentially with its
introduction to the computer science. In this collection we address the
notion of (efficient) usage of randomness in the context of encryption of
quantum information, and, more general, unitary k-designs.

In the early papers [4, 5, 9] on encryption of quantum information we
studied security properties of encryption and its relation to other crypto-
graphic primitives. We pointed out the problem of the known ciphertext
attack for quantum information. Unlike classical encryption, there is a key
difference between holding a single copy of ciphertext, and knowing com-
plete description of the ciphertext state. In the quantum case, in some cases
only two copies of the ciphertext state are sufficient to break the encryption
scheme with large probability. To start with, this means that you cannot
resend the same plaintext encrypted using the same key, unlike the classical
case. In the classical case this would be even the preferred way of resending
the plaintext due to known plaintext type attacks. It also appears naturally
in physical devices in the case of a multi-photon pulse [11], and thus it is a
very realistic scenario. We also discussed possible analogues of the known
plaintext attack (again the single/multiple copy, or complete description),
and randomizing correlations of a quantum system with another quantum
system. Note that the known ciphertext attack is in some sense dual to the
classical concept of the chosen ciphertext attack.

In the area of applications we proposed conversion of a wide class of cryp-
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tosystems for classical information into systems for quantum information.
The idea is to encrypt the quantum state, and and apply the cryptosystem
for classical information on the classical key. Namely we proposed this for
secret sharing, oblivious transfer and (qu)bit commitment.

The efficiency of encryption was extensively studied, and we managed to
show that given a particular (encryption) channel, the entropy of its unitary
decomposition is lower bounded by the von Neumann entropy of the average
output state, as well as by the entropy exchange with the environment [16].
We used this to show that optimal entropy is always attained by decompo-
sition into orthogonal unitaries (e.g. Pauli operators for qubit). We have
characterized all possible single-qubit channels (including the optimal key
entropy), to understand the difference between encryption of classical and
quantum bit. Finally we discussed implementation of approximate private
quantum channels.

Unitary k-designs are a generalization of encryption of quantum infor-
mation, which itself is a 1-design.

The first problem we studied is the k photon pulse, which is equivalent
to the aforementioned known-ciphertext attack. Here the adversary may
receive k copies of the ciphertext. We managed to prove [11] that such
a device is secure, if instead of plain 1-design we encrypt using k-design.
This, however, randomizes only pure states, and encrypting mixed states is
impossible in this scenario. As a consequence, encryption of subsystems of
an entangled state leaves the global state insecure (recall the approximate
encryption).

In paper [2] we raised an additional demand on encryption system. In
addition to the fact that the plaintext should remain secret from the ad-
versary, we also demand that the adversary cannot modify the plaintext in
a predictable way. We show that maximum what we can achieve is that
the adversary can introduce white noise into the plaintext, and can control
the intensity of such a noise. Such an encryption scheme is equivalent to
unitary 2-design. In the same paper we show a new proof of the previously
known lower bound (d2 − 1)2 + 1 on the number of unitaries in a 2 design.
We use this proof to show that there are always approximate 2-designs with
O(ε−2d4 log d) elements.

In [6] we adopted a different approach. Rather than concentrating on
unitary k-designs we studied more general class of random unitary channels
(k-design is a special random unitary channel). Instead of studying the
worst-case scenario, we studied average (over all input states) properties of
random unitary channels, namely quality of encryption and non-malleability.
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3.2 Weak Randomness in Cryptographic Applica-
tions

While in the classical case the threat of weak randomness is well known and
extensively documented, in quantum information processing there is still
almost nothing known. We have started addressing this problem by our
studies of encryption and QKD.

When analyzing the standard BB84 QKD protocol we realized [7], that
the common practice to reduce the number of check measurements to roughly
logarithm of the total number of qubits transmitted opens a possibility to
attack the protocol using weak randomness. We concentrated on the ran-
domness used to select the check positions. Quite surprisingly, an arbitrarily
small amount of weakness in the randomness is sufficient to kill the proto-
col. Namely, with the number of BB84 rounds going to infinity, it is possible
to attack the protocol using a randomness source with an arbitrarily high
min-entropy rate, i.e. limn→∞ k

n = n for n bit source and min-entropy k
dependent on n.

A second result is the design [14] of an encryption system that encodes
classical plaintext using a classical key into a quantum system. The classical
McInees-Pinkas paper [40] shows that no classical encryption system remains
secure when the key is selected from a weakly random source. In particular,
for min-entropy loss 2 bits the plaintext can be always determined with cer-
tainty (regardless of the cryptosystem design). The McInees-Pinkas result
gives a lower bound on probability that the input is revealed by the adver-
sary. This probability is a function of the min-entropy loss. In contrast,
our encryption system achieves probability of revealing the plaintext that
breaks the McInnes-Pinkas bound for all values of min-entropy loss, except
it coincides with the bound for the case of the loss of 1 bit and the trivial
case of no loss (perfect randomness).

3.3 Randomness Extraction

Paper [15] proposes a single-bit classical randomness extractor based on
the Hadamard matrix. This extractor is an important building block for
many state-of-the-art randomness extractors. We proposed a strong ex-
tractor with two independent l bit input distributions with respective min
entropies x, y, x + y > l. For x, y ≤ l − 1, our extractor produces one bit
which is by the factor of

√
2 closer to the uniform distribution, when com-

pared to the Hadamard extractor. What is more, this distance drops to zero
if at least one of the min entropies raises to l. This is in sharp contrast to the
Hadamard extractor which fails to produce even a single unbiased bit, even
if one of the input distributions is uniform. We also extend our construction
to produce k bits of output with a bias that is by the factor of

√
3/2 smaller
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than that of the corresponding Hadamard-based extractor and retains the
ability to produce unbiased bits if one of the input distributions is uniform.
The strongness property of the extractor is maintained in both cases, how-
ever, in the multi-bit strong extractor scenario the bias is increased by the
factor of

√
3/2.

In papers [13, 12] we propose and analyze a highly interesting device-
independent randomness extractor. We show how to extract a random bit
with an arbitrarily low bias from a single arbitrarily weak min-entropy
source. The only additional resource is a device with no guarantee of its
internal structure. To do this we use a number of Mermin devices of a sim-
ilar design, each composed of 3 isolated boxes. The key idea is to calculate
the output of a class of hash functions applied on the weakly random input
and use the output of every hash function as an input of each respective
device. This is performed in a number of rounds. Simplifying a bit, the
family of hash functions is constructed in the way that for an arbitrarily
weak random source there is at least one device in each round that is tested
with sufficiently strong random input. The number of devices used scales
polynomially in the length of the random sequence n. Our protocol is ro-
bust, it can tolerate devices that malfunction with a probability dropping
polynomially in n at the cost of a minor increase of the number of devices
used.

Paper [10] is a study of practical applications of the theory of weak ran-
domness. The goal was to propose a method how to generate high-quality
randomness for cryptographical purposes in mobile devices (with an accent
on cell phones). The first step was to identify the potential source of ran-
domness that is available in a vast majority of existing mobile devices. Here
mainly microphone and CCD chip of the camera were considered. Subse-
quent analysis excluded microphone due to its low bit rate, and because
being relatively easier to influence. Camera CCD was able to produce much
higher rate of random bits. Randomness was due to the thermal noise in
the CCD - the same effect that makes digital cameras fail in the night. The
phone generating random numbers was expected to have its lens covered
(e.g. by finger) to simulate operation of the CCD in darkness. Even such
a conditions do not guarantee fixed output distribution, hence we did ex-
tensive testing on how the distribution differs in different cell phones and
with varying conditions, the most influential being the ambient temperature.
Subsequently we performed analysis of matching theoretical results, chosen
and implemented suitable randomness extractor. Using the Carter-Wegman
[21] universal2 families of function we were able to obtain bit rate 36 bits
per second for bits of distance at most 2−64 from the uniform distribution
in the trace distance. The bit rate is limited only to allow statistical testing
at a reasonable level of confidence.
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Chapter 4

Papers in Collection

4.1 Impacted Journal Papers

[2] Andris Ambainis, Jan Bouda, and Andreas Winter. Nonmalleable en-
cryption of quantum information. J. Math. Phys., 50:042106, 2009.

• Author’s contribution: 60%

• Bringing the topic, substantial part of ideas and writing

[4] Jan Bouda and Vladimı́r Bužek. Encryption of quantum information.
Int. J. Found. Comput. Sci., 14(5):741–756, 2003.

• Author’s contribution: 80%

• Bringing the topic, substantial part of ideas and writing

• This paper is listed only as a Scopus indexed publication in the
list of publications. However, to the author’s best knowledge it
was part of the ISI impacted journals at the time of publication.

[5] Jan Bouda and Vladimı́r Bužek. Security of the private quantum chan-
nel. Journal of Modern Optics, 50:1071–1077, 2003.

• Author’s contribution: 80%

• Bringing the topic, substantial part of ideas and writing

[6] Jan Bouda, Matyas Koniorczyk, and Andreas Varga. Random unitary
qubit channels: entropy relations, private quantum channels and non-
malleability. The European Physical Journal D, 53(3):365–372, 2009.

• Author’s contribution: 50%

• Bringing the topic, substantial part of ideas and writing

[7] Jan Bouda, Matej Pivoluska, Martin Plesch, and Colin Wilmott. Weak
randomness seriously limits the security of quantum key distribution.
PRA, 86(6):062308, December 2012.
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• Author’s contribution: 30%

• Bringing the topic, participated on ideas and writing

[13] Jan Bouda, Marcin Pawlowski, Matej Pivoluska, and Martin Plesch.
Device-independent randomness extraction from an arbitrarily weak
min-entropy source. Phys. Rev. A, 90, 2014.

• Author’s contribution: 60%

• substantial part of ideas and writing

[14] Jan Bouda, Matej Pivoluska, and Martin Plesch. Encryption with
weakly random keys using quantum ciphertext. Quantum Information
and Computing, 12:395–403, 2012.

• Author’s contribution: 60%

• Bringing the topic, substantial part of ideas, substantial part of
the writing

[15] Jan Bouda, Matej Pivoluska, and Martin Plesch. Improving the Hadamard
extractor. Theor. Comput. Sci., 459:69–76, November 2012.

• Author’s contribution: 20%

• Participation on ideas and writing

[16] Jan Bouda and Mario Ziman. Optimality of private quantum channels.
Journal of Physics A, 40:5415–5426, 2007.

• Author’s contribution: 50%

• Participation on all phases of the paper

4.2 Proceedings Papers

[9] Jan Bouda. Exact and approximate encryption of quantum information.
NATO Security through Science Series, D: Information and Commu-
nication Security, 17:218–233, 2008.

• Author’s contribution: 100%

[10] Jan Bouda, Jan Krhovjak, Vashek Matyas, and Petr Svenda. Towards
true random number generation in mobile environments. In Audun
Josang, Torleiv Maseng, and SveinJohan Knapskog, editors, Identity
and Privacy in the Internet Age, volume 5838 of Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, pages 179–189. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2009.

• Author’s contribution: 60%

• Substantial part of ideas and writing
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[11] Jan Bouda, Jaroslaw Adam Miszczak, and Mario Ziman. Private quan-
tum channels, multi-photon pulses and unitary k-designs. In AQIS,
2009.

• Author’s contribution: 40%

• substantial part of ideas and writing

[12] Jan Bouda, Marcin Pawlowski, Matej Pivoluska, and Martin Plesch.
Device-independent randomness extraction for arbitrarily weak min-
entropy source. In SPIE Conference on Emerging Technologies in
Security and Defence; Quantum-Physics-based Information Security,
2014.

• Author’s contribution: 60%

• substantial part of ideas and writing
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